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BLAZING- LANCASTER FIGHTS BACK

While a Lancaster bomber was burning amidships, the rear-

gunner and mid-upper gunner - with flames lipping round them -

shot down an Italian fighter during a recent raid on Milan.

The Lancaster had bombed the target and was on its way home,
when the fighter, A.C.R.42, made a diving attack. Almost at once

the Lancaster caught fire amidships. One engine was stopped and

two petrol tanks holed. When the fighter was only 50 yards away

the rear-gunner fired back. He himself was wounded in the leg,
but he hit the Italian and saw its engine catch fire. Equally
calm and resolute, while the fire was reaching up 'to his turret, the

mid-upper gunner fired another burst, and the fighter went down

•in flames.

is the fire in the Lancaster was apparently out of control,
the captain gave the order to prepare to abandon aircraft. But

the inter-comm, system had gone; and even if it had not the

rear-gunner, with his leg injured and with the flames cutting him

off from the body of the Lancaster, could not have dropped. The

pilot decided to attempt a crash landing and quickly lost height.

The navigator and the wireless-operator fought the flames with

extinguishers and had them under control before the pilot could

land the aircraft. The mid-upper gunner, though burnt about the

face, hauled the rear-gunner out of his turret.

The pilot then decided to try for home on three engines. He

had to climb, again to 15,000 feet to clear the Alps, The navigator
worked out the course, talcing astro-shots at frequent intervals, and

at last, with very little petrol left, the pilot touched down at an

airfield in England,

When the crew examined the Lancaster after landing, they found

that the bomb doors, the starboard flaps, and the starboard mainplane
were all damaged.


